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Abstract. Versions of Hoare logic have been introduced to prove partial and total correctness 
properties of programs. In this paper it is shown how a Hoare-like proof system for while programs 
may be extended to prove properties of the computation time as well. It should be stressed that 
the system does not require the programs to be modified by inserting explicit operations upon a 
clock variable. We generalize the notions of arithmetically sound and complete and show that 
the proof system satisfies these. Also we derive formal rules corresponding to the informal rules 
for determining the computation time of while programs. The applicability of the proof system 
is illustrated by an example, the bubble sorting algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
The motivation for this work is the similarity between a correctness property of 
a program and a property of its worst-case computation time. In both cases we have 
a performance guarantee: The correctness property states how the output of a 
computation is related to the input and a property of the worst-case computation 
time gives an upper bound on the computation time (expressed in terms of the 
input). Hoare-like proof systems have turned out to be successful for proving 
programs correct. In this paper we shall show how they can be extended to prove 
properties of the computation time as well. 
Several techniques have been developed for analysing the worst-case computation 
time of programs. A large number of programs have been analysed using these 
techniques in, e.g., [2]. We want to obtain a (arithmetically sound and complete) 
formal proof system for computation time that allows us to view these informal 
analyses as informal proofs in the formal proof system. 
The design of the proof system has been motivated by the informal rules for 
analysing the computation time of while programs suggested by [2]. The rules are: 
_ assignment: the computation time is O(l), that is, it is bounded by a constant; 
- composition: the computation time is, to within a constant factor, the largest of 
the computation times of the two statements; 
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_ iteration: the computation time of the loop is the sum, over all the times round 
the loop, of the time to execute the body and the time for evaluating the condition 
(usually O(1)); often this time is, neglecting constant factors, the product of the 
number of times the loop is executed and the maximal computation time for the 
body of the loop. 
An important property of these informal rules is that they give rise to analyses that 
reflect the structure of the programs: Given properties of the computation times for 
the constituents of a composite program the rules specify a property of the computa- 
tion time of the complete program. The formal proof system will reflect this. 
It should be stressed that the proof system will not require the programs to be 
modified by inserting explicit operations upon a clock variable [9, 161. In this 
approach one proves a property of the computation time of a program by first 
inserting statements updating a clock variable (that records the time used so far) 
and then one uses a traditional proof system for, e.g., total correctness. We claim 
that this approach does not allow natural formalisations of existing informal analyses 
of the computation time because the program transformation does not have a 
counterpart in the traditional informal analyses. It is also worth noticing that the 
clock variable is treated as an ordinary program variable in the formal proof. This 
implies that there are no disciplines ensuring that a property of the computation 
time of a program does not involve final values of the program variables. (As stated 
above one wants the computation time expressed in terms of the initial values of 
the variables in the program.) 
To illustrate the essence of the present proof system let us consider a proof rule 
for the composite construct c,;cz. For the sake of simplicity assume that we have 
given properties time; s T, holding for the computation time of c, (i = 1,2). Here 
the time, are special variables in the assertion language denoting the (unknown) 
computation times of the programs ci. The T, are terms in the assertion language 
and it is assumed that the free variables of Ti are program variables occurring in 
c,. The properties time, s 7; express that the value of T, in the initial state of c, will 
be an upper bound on the computation time of ci. 
The computation time of c,;c, will be time, + time2 but we cannot expect T, + T, 
to be an upper bound for the simple reason that the references of T2 do not refer 
to the values of the variables before executing cr but rather to the values after c, 
has been executed. In many cases c, might be such that the variables occurring 
freely in c2 are not changed by c1 (and then time, + time, s T, + T, will indeed hold 
for the computation time of c,;c,), but this is not the case in general. A solution to 
the problem is to keep track of how the values of the variables are modified by c, . 
This information may then be used to transform the term T2 into another term T; 
with the property that its value in the initial state of c, never will be less than the 
value of T, in the final state of c, (which is the initial state of cz). Then time, + time2 d 
T, + Ti is guaranteed to hold for the computation time of c,;c2. 
The traditional Hoare-like proof systems (see e.g. [3]) can easily be used to prove 
relations between the initial and the final values of the variables by taking a so-called 
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snapshot of the initial values in the pre-condition. Manna and Pnueli [lo] have 
suggested a proof system where the post-conditions always express relations between 
the initial and the final values rather than just properties of their final values. That 
work has been further developed by Jones [S] who argues that one quite often is 
interested in proving properties about the input/output behaviour of programs and 
that it therefore is convenient to have a proof system that directly supports such 
relationships in the post-conditions. The proof system for computation time to be 
presented here will be based upon an appropriate version of such a proof system 
but the development could as well have been performed for the more traditional 
proof systems of [3]. 
In Section 2 we introduce the language of while programs. The semantics and 
computation time is defined by an operational semantics and is based upon a notion 
of computational model. In Section 3 we present the proof system T for total 
correctness and extend it to the proof system R for proving properties of the 
computation time. Soundness and completeness results for R (and T) are considered 
in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss the applicability of the proof system. It is 
shown how formalised versions of the informal rules mentioned earlier can be 
derived in R and how the well-known analysis of the bubble sorting algorithm can 
be formalised in R. Finally, Section 6 contains the concluding remarks. 
2. The language of while programs 
In the following let L be a first-order language containing Peano Arithmetic, a 
unary relation nat, constants for the natural numbers, and the traditional arithmetical 
operations +, *, G, = etc. [ 151. We use standard notation for composing formulas: 
&, v , 1, +, -, 3 and tl. A (countably infinite) subset of the variables of L will be 
called program variables. An expression e is a term in L with only program variables 
occurring freely whereas a boolean expression b is a quantifier free formula of L 
with program variables as the only free variables. 
The language of while programs over L is now defined to be the least set of 
programs satisfying 
_ for every program variable x and expression e, x := e is a program, 
_ if c and c’ are programs, then so are c;c’, IF b THEN c ELSE c’ and WHILE b 
DO c for every boolean expression b. 
The free variables of a term of L (a formula of L or a program) will be denoted 
FV(. . .). 
The semantics of the programs are defined relative to that of L. A semantic model 
for L is a structure [15] I satisfying 
- the sublanguage of Peano Arithmetic has its standard model [15], 
- the symbol nat is interpreted as ‘is a natural number’. 
A states is an assignment of values from the universe of Z to the program variables 
of L. The value of an expression e in s is denoted e(s) and the truth of a boolean 
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expression b in s is written kb(s). We write s[u/x] for the state that is as s except 
that x has the value u. 
‘l‘he semantics of the programs will be given by a set of axioms and rules defining 
a relation (c,s) + s’ whose intuitive-meaning is that the execution of the program c 
from the state s will terminate and the final state is s’. A similar approach to 
operational semantics has been used in [5, 141. The set S of axioms and rules 
defining the semantics is 
[S-l] (x:= e,s)- s[e(s)/x] 
+b(s), (cI,s)‘s’ 
rs-21 (IF b THEN c, ELSE cz,s)+s’ 
klb(s),(c,,s)+s’ 
‘S-31 (IF b THEN ci ELSE c*,s)+s 
[s_4l (CI,S) + s’, (w’) + s” 
(c,;c*,s)+ s” 
rs-51 
t=b(s),(c,s)+s’,(WHILE b DO c,s’)-+s” 
(WHILE b DO c,s)+ s” 
lIS-61 
I= lb(s) 
(WHILE b DO c,s)+ s 
To specify the computation time of the programs we shall extend the semantic 
model I of L to define the computation time for the expressions and boolean 
expressions. A computational model for L is a semantic model I where 
- for each expression e (boolean expression b) there is a total function et (b’, 
resp.) that for each state s gives a natural number being the time required to 
evaluate e in state s (to evaluate b in s, resp.). 
This notion of computational model is very simple in that it only takes into account 
the time required to for evaluating the expression (or boolean expression) and, e.g., 
ignores the time taken to store a value in memory. More realistic models can easily 
be defined [4, 131 but we shall refrain from this here as it does not give further 
insight in relation to the development of a proof system for computation time. 
The semantics and computation time of the programs can now be specified by 
an extension of the relation (c,s) --z s’ above. The relation (c,s) -& s’ intuitively 
expresses that the execution of c from s will terminate in s’ after exactly t time 
units. The set S, of axioms and rules below defines the relation: 
[S,-1] (x:= e,s)- e+(s) s[e(s)/x] 
[S-21 
k b(s), (q,s) 4 s’ 
(IF b THEN c, ELSE c2,s)= s’ 
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[S-31 
~lb(S),(C,,S)~ s' 
(IF b THEN c, ELSE c*,s)= s’ 
[St-41 
(c,,s) -+ s’, (cz,s’) G s” 
ftt’ 
(c,;c,,s) - s” 
[S-51 
k b(s), (c,s) 4 s’, (WHILE b DO c,s’) s s” 
h+(s)+r+t’ 
(WHILE b DO c,s)- s” 
[S-61 
I=lb(s) 
(WHILE 6 DO c,~)b’(a! s 
The obvious relationship between the two relations defined by S and S, is expressed 
by 
Fact 1. (cp) + s’ if and only if (c,s) 4 s’ for some t. 
For later reference we shall state a few facts holding for S, (and thereby S). The 
first expresses that the language is deterministic: 
Fact 2. If (c,s) 4 s’ and (c,s) A s”, then t = t’ and s’ = s”. 
The next two facts express that a program c can only modify the values of the 
variables occurring free in it. For a finite set V of variables define 
s = v s’ if and only if x(s) = x( s’) for all x E V. 
Then 
Fact 3. If (c,s) 4 s’ and V n FV( c) = 0, then s = V s’. 
Fact 4. If (c,s) 4 s’, FV( c) c V and s = v s,, then (c,sJ 4 sh for some s& with 
s; ‘“S’. 
Note that the computation time of a program is specified by extending the semantic 
model. This is contrary to the approaches of [ll, 161 where the programs are 
transformed such that they compute the computations time rather than the usual 
input/output relation. 
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3. The proof system 
The proof system for computation time will be an extension of a proof system 
for total correctness so we first introduce our formulation of a proof system for 
total correctness. The basic formulas will have the form P(c)Q/ V where c is a 
program, P and Q are formulas of L and V is a (finite) set of program variables. 
The intuitive meaning of the formula is that if P holds before the execution of c, 
then c will terminate and Q will hold for the input/output computation performed 
by c. The component V is included for technical reasons; it can be thought of as 
the set of program variables we are interested in. 
The pre-condition P expresses a property of the initial values of the variables of 
c and we shall require that P is a pure formula; this means that it only has program 
variables as free variables. The truth of P in the state s is written k P(s). We have 
Fact 5. If FV( P) E V, then s = “s,, and k P(s) implies k P(sJ. 
In order to express the post-condition Q we shall distinguish between program 
variables and some other variables called shadow variables. For each program 
variable x we shall assume that L contains a distinct shadow variable 2. A relation 
between the initial and the final values of the variables can now be expressed in a 
formula of L by letting 2 refer to the initial value of x, and x itself refer to the final 
value of x. As an example the formula 
3q. :=q*;+x & x<j 
expresses that the final value of x is the remainder of the initial value of x divided 
by the initial value of y (only non-negative numbers are considered). A formula of 
L with both program and shadow variables as free variables is called a relational 
formula. We shall require that the post-condition Q is a relational formula. 
The truth of a relational formula Q is written I= Q(s,s’): the state s gives values 
to the shadow variables whereas s’ gives values to the program variables. Thus s 
and s’ can be viewed as the ‘shadow part’ and the ‘program part’ of an extended 
state that gives values to all the variables of L. Define ? = (2 1 x E V} for a finite set 
V of program variables. Corresponding to Fact 5 we have: 
Fact 6. If FV(Q) c Vu 6l then s =vsO, s’=+h and kQ(s,s’) implies kQ(s,,sh). 
A pure formula is also a relational formula and we have 
Fact 7. For any pair (s,s’), I= P(s,s’) if and only if I= P(s’) 
To simplify the notation used in the axioms and rules of the proof system below 
we shall introduce some abbreviations. Let X be a vector of the program variables 
in the (finite) set V and let J? be the corresponding vector of shadow variables. For 
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each pure formula P we define P to be the relational formula P[_%/X], that is, the 
formula obtained by replacing the program variables in V with the corresponding 
shadow variables. Similarly, for each expression e we write t for e[X/X]. We have 
Fact 8. If FV( P) E V, then for any pair (s,s’), I= P(s) if and only if k P(s,s’); 
furthermore, e(s) = x(s’) if and only if k x = e”( s,s’). 
For two relational formulas Q1 and Q2 we write Q, . Q2 as an abbreviation for 
the formula 
3X’. Q,[X’/X] & QJXI/X] 
where X’ is a vector of distinct new variables of the same length as X (and 2). If 
FV( Qi) c Vu q for i = 1,2, then Q, . Q2 expresses the composition of the relations 
specified by Qr and Q2 [l]. This is captured by 
Fact 9. If FV( Qt) E Vu ? for i = 1,2, then for any pair (s,s’), k Q, * Qz( s,s’) if and 
only if k Q,(s,s”) and l== QZ(C,s’) for some s”. 
Finally, we write Iv as an abbreviation of the relational formula . . . & x = 2 & . . . 
(for every x in V). Thus 
Fact 10. b Zv(s,s’) if and only if s = v s’. 
Recall that the formulas of the proof system are constructs of the form P(c)Q/ V 
where c is a program, P a pure formula, Q a relational formula and V a finite set 
of program variables. We shall impose a well-formedness condition on the formulas 
reflecting the intuition that V is the set of variables we are interested in: 
FV( c) C v, FV(P)r V and FV(Q)c_ Vu c 
The validity of a well-formed formula P(c)Q/ V (in the semantic model I) is defined 
by 
for any state s, if k P(s), then (c,s) + s’ and k Q(qs’) for some s’. 
We shall write k ,P(c)Q/ V or, omitting the subscript Z, k P(c)Q/ V. 
The axioms and rules of the proof system T for total correctness are: 
[T-l1 
IT-21 
IT-31 
[T-41 
P(x := e)I,_J,I&x = e’/ V 
P&b(c,)Ql v, P&lb(cJQl V 
P(IF b THEN c, ELSE q)Q/V 
f’(c,)f”&Q,I v, P’(cdQz/ V 
P(c,;dQ, . 921 V 
P(z+ l)&b(c)P(z)&Q’/ Vu {z} 
P(O)+lb, P(z)&lb&Z,+ Q, Q’. Q-Q 
3z. P(z)(WHILE b DO c)Q/ V 
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V) is a program variable ranging over the natural 
Q’+Q 
IT-51 
P + P', P'( c)Q'/ v, 
P(c)Q/ V 
[T-61 
P(c)QIV 
P(c)&Q/ V’ 
We shall write T I--, P(c)Q/ V (or, omitting the subscript 1, TF P(c)Q/ V) if the 
formula P(c)Q/ V is provable using the axioms and rules above together with the 
formulas of L being valid in the semantic model I. 
Except for the while rule this proof system is essentially as that suggested by 
Manna and Pnueli [lo]. Consequently, we refer to [lo] (or the discussion following 
the proof system R below) for an explanation of the axioms and rules. In the while 
rule termination is ensured as suggested by Hare1 [7]. Some of Aczel’s notational 
abbreviations [l] have been adopted in order to simplify (the appearance of) the 
proof system. The component V has been introduced in the formulas P(c)Q/ V in 
order to express the post-conditions sufficiently precisely, e.g. in the axiom for the 
assignment where all variables except one is unchanged. To keep within first-order 
logic we shall only allow a finite set V of ‘interesting’ program variables. We have 
chosen to supply V as a part of the formulas instead of parameterizing the whole 
proof system on V. The actual choice is not of profound importance although it 
affects the soundness and completeness proofs. Note that the consideration of V is 
not relevant for [l, 81 because post-conditions are relations and not formulas, and 
is not considered in [lo] because completeness is not studied. 
We now extend the proof system to prove properties of the computation time. A 
property of the computation time of a program is a relation between the (initial) 
values of its variables and the corresponding computation time. We shall therefore 
define a time formula to be a formula of L that has the special variable time (ranging 
over the natural numbers) and program variables as permitted free variables. The 
variable time will neither be a program variable nor a shadow variable; intuitively, 
it denotes the (unknown) computation time. The truth of a time formula R in state 
s with time being t is written + R(s,t). We have 
Fact 11. If FV(R)c Vu{time}, then s =vs’ and + R(s,t) implies + R(s’,t). 
A pure formula P is also a time formula and we have 
Fact 12. For any s, + P(s) if and only if for every t, != P(s,t). 
To simplify the notation used in the axioms and rules below we shall introduce 
a few shorthands. The composition of a relational formula Q and a time formula 
R, written Q. R, is defined by 
3X’. Q[X’/X][X/r;‘] & R[X’/X] 
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(X’ is a vector of distinct new variables of the same length as X). If FV( Q) E Vu 3 
and FV( R) C_ Vu {time}, then Q. R is the composition of the relations specified by 
Q and R: 
Fact 13. If FV( Q) s Vu c and FV( R) c Vu {time}, then for any pair (s,t), 
+ Q. R(s,t) if and only if + Q(s,s’) and b R(s’,z) for some s’. 
Two time formulas R, and R2 can be ‘added’ as follows: R, 0 R2 is an abbreviation 
for the formula 
3t’Zlt”. time= t’f t” & R,[t’/time] & R,[t”/time]. 
We have 
Fact 14. For any pair (s,t), k RI@ R*(.s,t) if and only if i= R,(s,t’) and + R2(s,t”) 
for some t’ and t” with t = t' + t”. 
In order to formulate the proof system R for analysing computation time, we 
shall impose an expressiveness condition on L and the computational model Z 
ensuring that we have terms for the time requirements of the expressions and boolean 
expressions of the programs. The time expressiveness condition is fulfilled if 
- for every expression e there is a term T[e] with FV( T[e]) G W(e) such that for 
every state s, T[ e]( s) = e+(s), and 
- for every boolean expression b there is a term T[ b] with FV( T[ b]) s FV( b) such 
that for every state s, T[ b]( s) = b+(s). 
From this definition it follows that 
Fact 15. If FV( e) G V and s E v s’, then T[ e](s) = T[ e](s’) and if FV( b) c V and 
s =vs’, then T[b](s)= T[b](s’). 
Note that the time expressiveness condition is a property of the first-order language 
L and its computational model Z, and as such it is independent of the programming 
language defined on top of L. This is contrary to Cook’s notion of expressiveness 
[3,6] used when proving the completeness of proof systems for partial correctness. 
The formulas of the proof system R has the form P(c : R)Q/ V where P, c, Q and 
V are as in T and R is a time formula. The well-formedness condition is now defined 
to mean that 
FV(c) E V, FV( P) c V, FV(Q)s Vu e and FV(R)c Vu{time}. 
Given a computational model Z for L the validity of a well-formed formula 
P(c : R)Q/ V, written + P(c : R)Q/ V (omitting the subscript I), is defined to mean 
that 
for every state s, if b P(s), then 
(CJ) 4 s’, l= Q(s,s’) and k R( s,t) for some s’ and t. 
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Obviously, we have the following relationship between the formulas of T and R: 
Fact 16. k P(c: R)Q/ V implies b P(c)Q/ V 
(using Fact 1 and that a computational mode1 also is a semantic model). 
The axioms and rules of R are proper extensions of those of T: 
[R-l1 
[R-21 
[R-31 
[R-41 
[R-51 
[R-61 
P(x := e : time = T[ e])Z,_~,~&x = e’/ V 
P&b(c, : R)Q/ v, P&lb(c,: R)Q/ V 
P(IF b THEN cr ELSE c,:(time= T[b])@ R)Q/V 
P(c, : R,)P’& Q,/ v, f”(c,: &)Qz/ V 
P(c,;c,:R,O(Q,.R,))Q,.Q,/V 
P(z+ l)&b(c: R’)P(z)&Q’/ Vu(z) 
P(O)+lb, P(z)&lb&Z,+ Q, Q’.Q+ Q 
P(z)&lb&(time= T[b])+ R, (time= T[b])@R’@(Q’.R)+ R 
3z.P(z)(WHILE b DO c: R)Q/ V 
where z (not in V) is a program variable ranging over the natural 
numbers 
P+ P’, P’(c: R’)Q’/ v, Q’+ Q, R’+ R 
P(c : R)Q/ V 
P(c: R)Q/ V 
P(c:P&R)P&Q/V’ 
We shall write RF P(c: R)Q/ V (omitting the subscript I) if the formula P(c:R)Q/ V 
is provable using the axioms and rules above together with the formulas of L being 
valid in the computational mode1 Z. It is easy to show that 
Fact 17. Rt-P(c:R)Q/V implies T+P(c)Q/V. 
In the axiom [R-l] the post-condition Iv_(X) &x = C expresses that all the variables 
of V except x are unchanged by the assignment and that the value of x now is 
equal to the ‘old’ value of e. The time formula time= T[e] reflects that the time 
taken to execute x := e is given by T[ e]. 
In [R-2] we simply ‘add’ the time taken to evaluate the condition to the time 
formula for the branches. 
In the rule [R-3] for composition we assume that the post-condition of cr has 
been split into a pure part P’ and a relational part Q, . The composition of Q, with 
the post-condition Q2 of c2 describes the effect of executing c,;c2. The formula R, 
expresses a relation between the values of the variables before c2 is executed and 
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the computation time for c2. Since Q1 describes the effect of executing c1 we get 
that Qi 1 R2 expresses a relation between the initial values of the variables (before 
c, is executed) and the computation time of c2. The time formula R, is assumed to 
be a property of the computation time of c1 so R, 0 ( Q1 * R2) will be a property of 
the computation time of c,;c,. 
In the rule [R-4] for the while construct the idea is that the new variable z bounds 
the number of unfoldings of the loop. The post-condition of the body is split into 
a pure part (the invariant) expressing that now fewer unfoldings are required and 
a relational part Q’ describing the effect of executing the body once. The relational 
formula Q describes the effect of executing the body a number of times-this is 
ensured by the two assumptions P(z) &lb & Iv + Q and Q’. Q + Q. The time formula 
R’ is assumed to be a property of the computation time for one execution of the 
body of the loop whereas R is a property of the computation time of a number of 
unfoldings of the loop. The two assumptions P(z)&lb&(time = T[b]) + R and 
(time = T[ b])@ R’O (Q’ . R) + R ensure that this is indeed the case because Q’ 
describes the effect of executing the body once. Intuitively, the two assumptions 
express that R is a solution to a certain recurrence relation [2]; this will be illustrated 
by an example in Section 5. 
The rule of consequence [R-5] is a straightforward extension of the traditional 
rule [3] whereas the rule of invariance [R-6] mainly is due to the use of relations 
as post-conditions. 
4. Soundness and completeness results 
We now formulate and prove soundness and completeness results for the systems 
T and R. We concentrate on R as the results for T may be obtained as corollaries 
for those of R. The actual details in the proof may be found in Appendix A and in 
this section we only explain the overall structure of the proof. 
Following [7] we define an arithmetical semantic model to be a semantic model 
Z with 
a formula C$ in L which, when interpreted in Z, allows finite 
sequences of elements from Z to be encoded as a single element of I. 
More precisely, C$ is assumed to be a pure formula with three free variables x, i 
and y. If u,, . . . , vk is a finite sequence of elements, then they are encoded as the 
single element u provided that for every natural number n, 
k 4(s[u/y][n/i]) if and only if x(s) = ~1,. 
An arithmetical computational model is a computational model with an underlying 
arithmetical semantic model. The soundness and completeness result for R can now 
be formulated as 
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Theorem 4.1. Given ajrst-order language L and an arithmetical computational model 
I such that the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled. Then for every well-formed 
formula P( c: R)Q/ V, 
RtP(c:R)Q/V tfand only of kP(c:R)Q/V 
The soundness result is shown by induction in the length of the proofs in R. It 
is sufficient to show that the axioms of R are valid and that the rules preserve 
validity. In most cases this is fairly straightforward using the facts listed earlier and 
that the time expressiveness condition is fulfilled. In the case of the while rule [R-4] 
we use that its conclusion is well-formed so that the variable z neither occurs free 
in the program WHILE b DO c nor in the post-condition Q nor in the time formula 
R. This means that the value of z in the state is not important for the termination 
of the loop nor for the truth of the post-condition nor for the truth of the time 
formula (formally expressed by the Facts 4, 6 and 11) and this is central for the 
soundness proof. 
In the completeness proof we may make use of the following lemma stating a sort 
of expressiveness property for L and I: 
Lemma 4.2. For every program c andjnite set V of program variables with FV( c) s V 
there exists three formulas P”(c), G,(c) and E,(c) satisfying 
(i) P”(c) is a pure formula with FV( P”(c)) c V such that for any state s 
k Pv( c)(s) if and only if (c,s) 4 s’ for some t and s’; 
(ii) G,(c) is a relational formula with FV( G,(c)) c Vu V such that for any pair 
(s,s’) of states 
k G”(c)(s,s’) if and only if (c,s) 4 s” for some t and s” with s” = “s’. 
(iii) EY( c) is a time formula with FV( E,( c)) s Vu {time} such that for any pair 
(s,t) of state and natural number 
k I?,( c)(s,t) if and only if (c,s) 4 s’ for some s’. 
The proof of this result can be found in Appendix A. It is by structural induction 
on the programs. The cases of assignment, conditional and composition are fairly 
straightforward. In the case of iteration the formula C$ (whose existence is ensured 
because we only consider arithmetical computational models) is used to encode the 
V-part of a finite sequence of states as a single vector and also to encode a finite 
sequence of computation times as a single number. 
Similar formulas are shown to exist in [7] within the framework of first-order 
dynamic logic. The existence of G,(c) implies the existence of strongest post- 
conditions. The strongest post-condition SP( P,c) for a (pure) formula P can be 
defined by Zl??.F&Gv(c). Note that P”(c) expresses a (sort of) weakest precondition. 
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The completeness proof also make use of the following lemma proved in Appendix 
A: 
Lemma 4.3. For every well-formed formula P(c) Q/ V, if I= P(C) Q/ V, then 
+ P-, P”(C), k=F&G,(c)+Q and kPP&E,(c)-+R. 
It is now easy to verify that if + P(c:R)Q/ V and if we have a proof of 
P,(c)(c:E,(c))Gv(c)/ V in R, then R F P(c:R)Q/ V: first we apply [R-5] with 
b P+ P”(c), then [R-6] and finally [R-5] with + F&G,(c) -+ Q and + P&E,(cj + R. 
Thus the completeness result follows from 
Lemma 4.4. For every program c andjnite set Vofprogram variables with FV(c) c V, 
R~Pv(c)(c:Ev(c))Gv(c)/ v. 
This result is shown in Appendix A by structural induction on the program c. 
The cases of assignment, conditional and composition are fairly straightforward. In 
the case of the while loop WHILE b DO c we shall transform the program in order 
to define the invariant P’(z) bounding the number of unfoldings of the loop. So let 
z be a program variable not in V and define 
c’ = IF z=O THEN loop ELSE (c; Z.-Z-~) 
where loop is a program that always loops and z := z - 1 decrements the value of z 
by one. Then P’(z) can be defined to express the termination of the modified 
program: P v,,,,(WHILE b DO c’). The semantic relationship between the trans- 
formed program and the original one is used extensively in the proof. 
In the proof of the completeness result given here there is no need for additional 
variables (except z) in the proof for the while loop. This is contrary to the complete- 
ness proofs for the usual proof systems for total correctness where in certain cases 
new variables are introduced to take snapshots of the program variables [3]. But 
we always have access to the initial values of the variables thanks to the presence 
of the shadow variables. 
The soundness and completeness result for T can be obtained as a corollary to 
that for R: 
Corollary 4.5. Given a first-order language L and an arithmetical semantic model 1 
for it, then for every well-formed formula P(c)QI V 
Tt P(c)Q/ V if and only if k P(c)Q/ V. 
To see this we first extend an arbitrary semantic model I for L to a computational 
model Z’ by defining e+(s) = 0 for each expression e and b+(s) = 0 for each boolean 
expression b. Then Fact 1 can be replaced by 
(CJ) + s’ if and only if (c,s) s s’. 
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Since 0 is a term of L, L and I’ fulfill the time expressiveness condition. It is easy 
to verify that Facts 16 and 17 can be strengthened to 
k P(c:time=O)Q/ V if and only if + P(c)Q/ V 
and 
RtP(c:time=O)Q/V if and only if T+P(c)Q/ V 
resp. The corollary now follows from these two results and the soundness and 
completeness theorem for R. 
5. Applications 
In the Introduction we mentioned that a proof system for computation time 
should allow natural formalizations of the traditional informal analyses of computa- 
tion time. The aim of this section is to discuss to what extent this is the case for 
the proof system R. We shall begin by considering an example, the bubble sorting 
algorithm. 
Consider the following algorithm for sorting an array A of elements: 
i := length (A); 
WHILE ii = 0 DO (m := i; i := 0; j := 1; 
WHILE lj= m DO (IF A[j]> A[j+ l] 
THEN (A:= swop(A, j, j+ 1); 
i:=j; j:=j+l) 
ELSE j:=j+l)). 
We shall not specify the first-order language L and its (arithmetical) computational 
model in detail but merely mention that the array A and the (non-negative) integers 
m, i and j are data and that the function swop takes an array A and two distinct 
indices j and k as arguments and returns an array that is as A except that the 
elements corresponding to the jth and the kth indices have been exchanged. For 
the sake of simplicity we shall employ a computation model Z where swop takes 
one time unit and the remaining operations take no time. Clearly, the time expressive- 
ness condition will be fulfilled for this choice of L and I. 
An informal analysis of the computation time of this algorithm proceeds as follows 
[2]: First consider the conditional. Each of the branches takes constant time and 
so does the test. The whole construct therefore takes constant time, that is, it takes 
time 0( 1). The body of the inner loop is executed m - 1 times, each time the 
computation time for both the test and the body is a(l), so the total time for the 
inner loop is 
(m-1)*0(1)=0(m). 
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The body of the outer loop is executed at most n (= length(A)) times and the value 
of the variable i is decremented each time. The computation time for the body is 
6(i) and for the test it is constant. The total time for the outer loop and thereby 
the complete program is 
Let us now construct a formal proof of this result in R. More precisely, we shall 
prove the formula 
TRUE (bubble-sorting: time G Zength( A)*) TRUE/ V (*) 
where V = {A, i, j, m}. The pre- and post-conditions of the formula are chosen to 
be the formula TRUE as we are mainly interested in the computation time of the 
program. ((Thus we do not prove that the algorithm sorts the array.) 
The proof will be presented in a bottom-up manner so we start with the conditional. 
Using the rules [R-l], [R-3], [R-5] and [R-6] we obtain proofs of the two formulas 
P'(z'+ l)&lj = m&A[ j] > A[ j + l] (true-branch: time s 1) 
P’(z’)&m = G&z= Z&j=J+ I/ Vu{z,z’} 
and 
P’( z’+ l)&lj = m&lA[ j] > A[ j + l] (false-branch: time S 1) 
P’(z’)&m=rG&z=~&j=3+1/Vu{z,z’} 
where 
P’(z’)=(O<m<z+l&z’+j=m&i<j) 
is the invariant for the inner loop and z is the counter introduced for the outer 
loop. Using the rule [R-2] we get a proof of 
P’( z’+ l)&lj = m (body-of-inner-loop: time c 1) 
P’( z’)&m = G&z = 5&j = J+ l/ Vu { z,z’} 
since T[A[ j] > A[ j + l]] is the constant 0. 
The next step is to apply the rule [R-4] in order to get a proof for the inner loop. 
We have 
I= P’(0) + j=m 
b P’( z’)&j = m&;,,i,I --z i<m&m=rG&z=,? 
and 
I=(m=rFi&z=z’&j=J+1)~(i<m&m=~&z=i)-+(i<m&m=G&z=i). 
The invariant for the computation time of the loop is specified by the time formula 
times m -j and using that T[lj = m] is 0 we have 
k P’( z’)&j = m&time = 0 + time S m -j 
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and 
b (time=O)O(time~ 1) 
@((m=ti&z=Z&j=J+l)~(timeSm-j)) + (timelm-j) 
Applying [R-4] we now gey a proof of 
3z’.P’(z’) (inner-loop: times m-j) i< m&m = ti&z = .F/ Vu {z}. 
Using the rules [R-l], [R-3], [R-5] and [R-6] we can now obtain a proof of the 
formula 
P(z+ l)&li = 0 (body-of-outer-loop: times i- 1) P(z)&i< i’/ Vu {z} 
where 
P(z)=isz 
is the invariant for the loop. The next step is to apply the rule [R-4] to the outer 
loop. We have 
k=(O) + i=O 
kP(z)&i=O&;, + TRUE 
and 
+(i<r).TRUE + TRUE. 
For the invariant for the computation time of the loop we use the formula times i2. 
We then have 
and 
k P( z)&i = O&time = 0 -+ time S i2 
+(tIme=O)@(timeSi-l)@((i<I).(timesi’)) + (timesi’). 
Since T[ii = 0] is 0 we get a proof of 
3z,P(z) (outer-loop: times i2) TRUE/ V. 
It is now straightforward to obtain the required proof of (*). 
Comparing the informal analysis to the formal proof in R we note that to a large 
extent they proceed in the same way. In both cases we have associated a computation 
time property with each piece of program and composed them while working our 
way inside out to get a property of the computation time for the complete program. 
However, the computation time properties are composed in somewhat different 
ways. Consider for instance the outer loop. The informal analysis follows the 
informal rule stated earlier: “the computation time of a loop is the sum, over all 
the times round the loop, of the time to execute the body and the time for evaluating 
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the condition”. Thus we calculate the sum 
n 
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in the informal proof. The situation is slightly different in the formal proof. We 
have a proof showing that the formula time c i - 1 holds for the computation time 
of the body of the outer loop. In order to apply the rule [R-4] we have to find a 
time formula R such that 
bP(z)&i=O&time=O + R, and 
k=(time=O)@(time~i-l)@((i<i”). R) + R. 
(**) 
If we restrict the formula R to have the form times T(i) where T(i) is a term with 
the only free variable i, then we can replace (**) by 
T(0) = 0, 
T(F)+(i-1)s T(i) where ?<i 
and the problem will be to find a (minimal) solution to this recurrence relation. 
Further elaboration shows that it is sufficient to find a (minimal) solution to the 
recurrence relation 
T(0) = 0, 
T(i)=(i-l)+T(i-1) 
and this is exactly the summing series 
T(n)= i i-l- jJ O(i) 
i=O ,=I 
of the informal analysis. Thus by specializing the form of the time formulas we 
obtain a recurrence equation whose solution is the summing series of the informal 
analysis. We shall conclude that the informal analysis has been formalized in a 
reasonably direct way in R. 
To substantiate this claim further we shall show how formalized versions of the 
informal rules can be derived in R. The informal rules are mainly used for proving 
upper bounds on the computation time. We shall therefore restrict the time formulas 
R of the formulas P(c: R)Q/ V to have the form times T where T is a term of L 
with program variables as the only permitted free variables. 
In order to do this we shall first assume that the computation times for the 
expressions and boolean expressions are bounded by a constant since this is an 
implicit assumption in the informal rules. That is we assume: 
- for every expression e there exists a natural number K[e] such that for every 
state s we have e+(s) G K[ e], and 
_ for every boolean expression b there exists a natural number K [ b] such that for 
every state s we have b+(s) s K[ b]. 
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First consider the assignment statement where the rule says that the time is 
bounded by a constant. Obviously, i= time = T[ e] + time s K[e] so using [R-l] and 
[R-5] we get a proof of 
[ass1 P(x:= e:timeG K[e])Zv-i.y$kx = f?/ V 
which formalizes the informal rule. 
The informal rule for composition says that the time, to within a constant factor, 
is the largest of the computation times for the two statements. So assume that we 
have proofs of P(c,:time~ T,)P’&Q,/ V and P’(c,:times T,)Q,/ V. Using [R-3] we 
then get a proof of P(c,;c,:(time s T,)O(Q, . (times T,)))Q, . QJ V We shall now 
replace the formula (time s T,)O (Q, . (time 4 T,)) by time c T where T is the ‘sum’ 
of T, and T2. This can e.g. be achieved by requiring that Q, + ?r + T2c ? since 
then (time c T,)O (Q, . time s TJ + times T. So we obtain the rule 
P(c,:time s T,)P’&Q,/ V, P’(c,:time d TJQJ V 
[cowl 
Q,+ f,+T,a i 
P(c,;c>:time 4 T)Q, Q2/ V 
This is not exactly a formalization of the informal rule because we use the ‘sum’ of 
T, and T2 rather than the ‘largest’ of them. The reason for this is that the informal 
rule ignores constant factors. 
The first informal rule for iteration states that the time for the loop is the sum, 
over all times round the loop, of the time to execute the body and the time for 
evaluating the condition. This rule may be formalized by 
P(z+ l)&b(c:times T’)P(z)&Q’/ Vu {z} 
P(O)+~b,P(z)&~b&Z,-+Q, Q’.Q+Q 
[itrl] 
P(z)&lb+ K[b]s T, Q’+ @6-]-t f’+ Ts i: 
gz.P(z)(WHILE b DO c:times T)Q/ V 
where z (not in V) is a program variable ranging over the natural 
numbers 
Note that this rule does not directly give the summing series we might expect from 
the informal rule but rather the recurrence equations that define it. To see that [itrl] 
can be derived in R we first observe that the assumptions about the computational 
model give us that k P(z)&lb&time = T[b] + times T. The assumption Q’+ 
K?]+?+Tc? can be used to show that @(time= T[b])O(timec T’)O 
(Q’ . (times T))+ times T. The rule [R-4] then gives the conclusion of [itrl] 
directly. 
The second informal rule for iteration states that the computation time of the 
loop also can be bounded by the number of times the loop is executed and the 
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maximal computation time for the body of the loop. In the following let B be a 
term in L intended to bound the number of times the loop is executed. A possible 
rule then is 
P(z+ l)&b(c:time G T)P(z)&Q’/ Vu {z} 
P(O)+lb, P(z)&lb&lv+ Q, Q’. Q+ Q 
[itd] 
P(z)&lb+OsB, Q’- Ts f&B<5 
3z.P(z)(WHILE b DO c:timesB*(K[b]+T)+K[b])Q/V 
where z (not in V) is a program variable ranging over the natural 
numbers 
The assumption Q’+ T s ‘?&LB < E ensures that B is decremented for each time the 
loop is executed and that the term T can be used to bound the execution time for 
each of the executions of the body. To derive the rule in R first observe that 
+ P( z)&l b&time = T[ b] + times B * (K [ b] + T) + K [ b] because the computation 
time for b is bounded by K [ b] and we have assumed that P( z)&l b + 0 G B. From 
Q’+ TS ?&B<6 we get i=(time= T[b])@(times T)O(Q’. (timesB*(K[b]+ 
T)+K[b]))-,time~B*(K[b]+T)+K[b]sobyapplying[R-4]wegetaproofof 
the conclusion of [itr2]. 
To summarize we claim that a large number of the informal analyses of, e.g., [2] 
can be formalized as proofs in R in this rather direct way. Of course there are 
limitations in that not all analyses proceed in a structural way. An example is 
Dijkstra’s graph algorithm for solving the single source shortest path problem [2]. 
Here the informal rules do not suffice to prove the a( e + n * log n) bound on the 
computation time because a special bookkeeping trick is used. Essentially, the main 
loop of the algorithm is analysed twice: once to calculate the computation time 
charged to the number n of nodes in the graph and once to calculate that charged 
to the number e of edges. The completeness result for R shows that the 0’(e+ 
n * log n) upper bound can indeed be proved in R but we cannot expect the actual 
proof to be close to the informal one because the former has to proceed in a structural 
way and the latter does not. However, if the informal analyses are based on the 
informal rules [2] mentioned in the Introduction, then we claim that they can be 
formalized rather directly. 
6. Conclusion 
We have shown how a proof system for total correctness can be extended to prove 
properties of the computation time. The notions of arithmetical soundness and 
completeness have been extended and the proof system is shown to have these 
properties. It is argued that a large class of informal analyses can be viewed as 
informal proofs in the proof system. 
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The development has been performed for a simple language of while programs. 
It can be generalized to languages with more interesting constructs as for instance 
recursive procedures with parameters [ 131. Also there are alternative strategies for 
how to extend a total correctness proof system to prove properties of the computation 
time. One of these strategies is to reason about the time ‘used so far’ and another 
is to reason about the time ‘required for the rest of the computation’ [12, 131. 
Although these strategies lead to proof systems satisfying the same sort of soundness 
and completeness properties as the proof system presented above it seems that the 
present proof system is the more natural one from the point of view of formalizing 
informal analyses. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 4.1 
The soundness result states that for any well-formed formula P(c:R)Q/ V, 
RkP(c:R)Q/V implies kP(c:R)Q/V. 
It is sufficient to prove that the axioms of R are valid and that the rules preserve 
validity since then the result follows by induction on the structure of the proofs 
in R. 
Case [R-l]: To prove 
k P(x := e:time = T[e])l,_I,,&x = e’/ V 
assume that k P(s) for some s. From [S,-1] we get 
(x := e,s) - e+(s) s[e(s)/x]. 
We have kI,_l,t(s,s[e(s)/x]) (Fact 10) and also l=x= d(s,s[e(s)/x]) (Fact 8). 
Using the time expressiveness condition we get I= time = T[e]( s,e+( s)). This proves 
the result. 
Case [R-2]: Assume 
I= P&b(c,:R)Q/ V, (A.1) 
and 
l= P&lb(c,:R)Q/ V (A.2) 
To prove 
k P(IF b THEN c, ELSE c,:(time= T[b])@R)Q/ V 
assume that k P(s) for some s. If furthermore k= b(s), then (A.l) gives 
(c, ,s) 4 s’, kQ(s,s’) and kR(s,t) 
for some s’ and t. Then [S,-21 gives 
(IF b THEN c, ELSE ~~,.s)h’(l)ir s’. 
Using the time expressiveness condition we get l= time = T[ b](s,b+(s)) and then 
Fact 14 gives k (time = T[ b])@ R(s,b+(s) + t). This proves the result in the case 
l= b(s); the case where k lb(s) is similar. 
Case [R-3]: Assume 
l= P(c,:R,)P’&Q,/ V, (A.3) 
and 
l= P’(c,: R2) Q2/ V. (A.4) 
To prove 
i= P(cI;cz:&O(Q, . Rd)Q, . QJ V 
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assume that k P(s) for some s. Then (A.3) gives 
(c,,s) 4 s’, k P’&Q,(s,s’) and k R,(.s,t) 
for some s’ and t. Since P’ is pure we have I= P’(s’) (Fact 7) so (A.4) gives 
(cz,s’) 4 s”, k QZ(sr,s”) and k Rz(s’,t’) 
for some s” and t’. From [S,-41 we then get 
1+1’ 
(c,;c,,s) - s”. 
From Fact 9 we get k Q, . QZ(s,s”). Using Fact 13 we get k Qr . &(s,t’) and then 
Fact 14 gives k R,O(Q, . R,)(s,t+ t’). This completes the proof. 
Case [R-4]: Assume that 
I= P(z+ l)&b(c:R’)P(z)&Q’/ vu {z}, (A-5) 
+ P(0) + lb, (A.61 
I= P(Z)&lb&l, + Q, (A.7) 
kQ’.O + 0, (A.8) 
I= P(z)&lb&(time = T[b]) + R, (A.9) 
l=(time= T[b])OR’O(Q’. R)+ R (A.lO) 
where z (not in V) is a program variable ranging over the natural numbers. To prove 
I= 3zP(z)(WHILE b DO c:R)Q/ V 
it is sufficient to prove that for any natural number n and state s with z(s) = n: 
if k P(z)(s) then (WHILE b DO c,s) 4 s’, k Q(s,s’) 
and != R(s,t) for some s’ and t. 
The proof of (A.ll) will be by induction on n. 
If n =O, then k P(O)(s) and (A.6) gives @lb(s). Thus [S,-61 gives 
(A.ll) 
(WHILE b DO c,s)= s. 
Clearly I= P(z)&lb&Z,(s,s) (Facts 7 and 10) and (A.7) gives k Q(s,s). The time 
expressiveness condition gives /= (time = T[b])(s,b+(s)) and thereby I= P(z)& 
lb&(time= T[b])(s,b+(s)) (Fact 12). The assumption (A.9) then gives i= R(s,b+(s)) 
proving (A.ll) in the base case. 
For the induction step assume that (A. 11) holds for n and assume that z(s) = n + 1 
and + P(z)(s). If bib(s) we proceed as in the case n = 0 above so assume that 
k b(s). Since z is not in FV(b) (5 V because of the well-formedness condition) we 
get k P(z+ l)&b(s[n/z]) using Fact 5. Then (A.5) gives 
(vrnlzl) A s’, k= P(z)&Q’(s[n/z],s’) and k R’(s[nlzl,t) 
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for some s’ and t. Since P(z) is pure we get i= P(z)(d) (Fact 7). Also z does not 
occur in FV( c) ( c V because of the well-formedness condition) so z( s’) = n follows 
from Fact 3. Thus the induction hypothesis (A.ll) can be applied and we get 
(WHILE b DO c,s’) G s”, k Q(s’,s”) and k R(s’,t’) 
for some s” and t’. Then [S,- 51 gives 
(WHILE b DO c,dn/zll 
b+(s[n/z])+r+r’ 
> s)’ 
DO c) we can replace s[n/z] by s and since z does not occur in FV(WHILE b 
(Fact 4): 
(WHILE b DO c,s> b+(stn’zl)+‘+r’, s; 
where s;l = vs”. Fact 9 gives k Q’ - Q(s[n/z], s”) and using (A.8) we get 
k Q(s[ n/ ~1,s”). The well-formedness assumption gives FV( Q) c Vu c so k Q( s,s:) 
follows from Fact 6. The time expressiveness condition gives k= (time= T[b]) 
(s[n/z],b+(s[n/z])). Fact 13 gives k 0’. R(s[n/z],t’) so using Fact 14 we get 
b(time= T[b])OR’O(Q’. R)(s[n/z],b+(s[n/z])+t+t’). The assumption (A.lO) 
gives k R(s[n/z],b+(s[n/z]) + t+ t’). The well-formedness condition gives FV(R) c 
Vu {time} and using Fact 11 we therefore get k R( s,b+(s[ n/z]) + t + t’). This com- 
pletes the proof of (A.ll). 
Case [R-5]: Straightforward. 
Case [R-6]: Straightforward using the Facts 8 and 12. 
This completes the proof of the soundness result for R. 
The completeness result of Theorem 4.1 states that for any well-formed formula 
P(c:WQI v, 
b P(c:R)Q/ V implies RF P(c:R)Q/ V. 
As argued in Section 4 it is sufficient to prove Lemmas 4.2-4.4. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. The proof is by structural induction on c. 
Case x:= e: Define 
Gv(x := e): Iv-~X$?cx = Z, 
P,(x := e): TRUE, 
&(x:= e): time= T[e]. 
First assume that (x := e,s) -I. s’. Then [S,-1] and Fact 2 give t = e’(s) and s’ = 
s[e(s)/x]. It is easy to see that k Gv(x := e)(s,s’) (Facts 8 and lo), k Pv(x := e)(s) 
and k E,(x:= e)(s,t) (the time expressiveness condition). Next assume that 
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k G,(x:= e)(s,s’), i.e. that s =v-(x) s’ and e(s) = x(3’) (Facts 8 and 10). From [S,-1] 
we have (x:= e,s) a s[e(s)/x] and it is easy to see that s’ = vs[e(s)/x]. The case 
where k Pv(x:= e)(s) is trivial using [S-l]. So assume that k E,(x:= e)(s,t). Then 
t = e’(s) follows from the time expressiveness condition and the result follows from 
[S-11. 
Case IF b THEN c, ELSE c2: Define 
Gv(IF.. .): (f&G&,)) v (&LG,(c,)), 
P,(IF.. .): (b&P,(q)) v (lb&P,(c,)), 
Ev(IF.. .): (time= T[b])O((b&E,(c,)) v (lb&E,(c,))). 
Assume now that the conditions of the lemma hold for G,(c,), Pv(c,) and E,(c,). 
It is straightforward to prove that they also hold for Gv(IF . . .), PV(IF. . .) and 
Ev(IF.. .) using the rules [S,-21 and [S,-31, the Facts 8, 12 and 14 and the time 
expressiveness condition. 
Case c,;c,: Define 
Gv(c,;c~): Gv(c,) * Gdd, 
pv(c,;c,): ~~~~~~~~~‘.~~,~~,~~~,~~,~~~~‘/~I~~/~1 
where X and k are vectors over V and e resp. and X’ is a vector of distinct new 
variables. Furthermore 
-Wc,;cA: &(c,)@(Gv(c,) . b(4). 
First assume that (cI;cz,s) 4 s’. Then [S,-41 gives that t = t’+ t” and (c,,s) -& s” and 
(c~,s”) 5 s’ for some t’, t” and s”. We can then use the induction hypothesis. Fact 
9 gives k= G,(c,;c,)(s,s’). It is easy to verify that k Pv(c,;c,)(s). Facts 13 and 14 
give != Ev(c,;c,)(s,t). 
Next assume that k Gv(c,;c,)(s,s’). Then Fact 9 gives that for some s”, k Gv(c,) 
(s,s”) and /= G,(c,)(s”,s’). So using the induction hypothesis we get (c,,s) 4 si 
where so” = v s” and (cz,s”) G s& where sh = v s’. Since FV( c2) s V, Fact 4 gives 
(c,,$) G si where s{ = vs& But then [S,-41 gives (c,;c,,s) * si and s; = “s’ as 
required. Next assume that k= Pv(c,;c,)(s). Then k P”(c,)(s) and for some s’, 
!= Pv(c,)(s’) and k Gv(c,)(s,s’). Because the language is deterministic (Fact 2) this 
means that (c,,s) -% sl, where sh = “s’. Furthermore (c,,s’) L s” for some s”. From 
Fact 4 we get (c,,sb) -% so” for some s6 so using [S-4] we get (cI;cz,s) a so” proving 
the result. Finally, assume that k E,(c,;c,)(s,t). Then Facts 13 and 14 give that 
t = t’+ t” and k E,(c,)(s,t’), != G,(c,)(s,s’) and I= E,(c,)(s’,t”) for some t’, t” and 
s’. The induction hypothesis gives (cr,s) s s& (c,,s) I?, s; where s; = “s’, and 
(cz,s’) 5 s” for some s& t& si and s”. Fact 2 gives t’ = t; and s; = s; and because 
of Fact 4 and FV(c,) G V we get (c~,s;)) 5 so” for some so”. Then [S,-41 gives 
(c,;c,,s) 4 so” proving the result. 
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Case WHILE b DO c: Here we shall make use of the ability to encode finite 
sequences of elements as a single element. If the body of the loop is executed k 
times, then this gives rise to k + 1 states sO, s, , . . . , .sk and 2 * k + 1 natural numbers 
flrt2,..., f2lk+l where 
for 0s i < k: ‘F b(s,),t2,i+l = b+(si) and (c,s,) L s,+, where t’= t2*i+2, 
for i=k: klb(Sk) and f2*k+l = b+(sk). 
Informally we define 
G,(WHILE b DO c)(s,s’) = 
3k3s,, . . . , sk.(tli.oc i< k+(b”&Gv(c))(si, s,+,)) 
& (lb(Sk)) & S=S,, & S'=& 
P”(WHILE b DO c)(s)= 
3k3s,, . . . , +.(vi.Os i< k+(g&G,(C))(si, si+l)) 
& (lb(S,)) & S=So. 
Below t: denotes the sum I:=, $, that is, ti*i is the total time required for the first 
i unfoldings of the loop. Then 
E,(WHILE b DO c)(s,r)= 
3k3s,, . . . , Skgt;, . . . , t;+k+,. 
(Vi.Oc i< k+(6&G,(C))(si, St+,)) 
& T[b](si) = th*t+l - t;*i & E,(c)(sz, t:*i+2- fz*i+l) 
& T[b](Sk) = f;*k+, - f:*k & (+‘(Sk)) 
& s=$, & t;,=o & t;,k+,= t. 
Formally, these formulas are defined using the special formula (p introduced in 
Section 4. Let V = {x, , . . . , x,} and define Y to be a vector of distinct new variables 
Yl,...,Yrn. Then we define $~v to encode the V-part of the states s,,, s,, . . , Sk as 
a single vector of elements u,, . . . , u,. The free variables of c#+ are Vu 
{ y,, . . . , y,, i} and for any natural number n it satisfies 
~=“(s[n/i][u,/y,]...[u,/y,]) if and only if s--s,,. 
d+ is defined to be ~[x,lxl[~,l~l~ * . . W[xmIxI[~J~I. 
We can then define 
GV(WHILE b DO c): 
3k3Y.(ViVX’VX”.O~i<k&~,[X’/X] & &[X”/X][i+l/i] 
+ (6 & G,(c))[X’/~][X”/X]) 
& (VX’.&[X’/X][k/i]+lb[X’/X]) 
& &[~/WWil & Wklil, 
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Pv(WHILE 6 DO c): 
3kZlY.(ViVX’VX”.O~ i< k & c$~[X’/X]& +LT[X”/X][i+ l/i] 
-(d&G,(c))[X’/~][X”/X]) 
& (VX’. (bv[X’/X][k/i] + lb[X’/X]) 
8~ 4vWil, 
E,(WHILE b DO c): 
3k3 Y3y.(ViVX’QX”Vt,Vt,Vt,. 
Osi<k & c#J,[X’/X] & ~#~,[X”/Xl[i+l/i] 
& d4hlx1[2 * i/i1 
& +[t,/x][2* i+l/i] & @[t2/x][2* i+2/i] 
+ (&‘?zG,(c))[X~/~][Xr~/X] & T[b][X’/X] = t, - to 
& E,(c)[X’/X][t,-t,/time]) 
& (VX’Vt,Vt,. 
&[X’lXl[klil 8~ 44td.xlP * k/i1 & d4tIlx1[2 * k+ l/i1 
-+ lb[X’/X] & T[b][X’/X] = t, - to & time = t,) 
& cfdO/il & ~[Olxl[Olil 
It is fairly straightforward to see that these formulas express the required relation- 
ships between the states sO;s,, . . . , sk and the accumulated computation times 
t;, t;, . . . , tiwk+,. The actual proof showing that the formulas fulfill the conditions 
of the lemma is by induction on k, the number of unfoldings of the loop. We shall 
omit the rather tedious proof. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. To prove the lemma assume that k= P(c: R)Q/ V It is easy to 
see that kP+Pv(c). To show ~~&Gv(c)-+ Q assume that kP&Gv(c)(s,s’) for 
some s and s’. Then k P(S) (Fact 8), so 
(c,s) A s”, k Q(s,s”) and k R(s,t’) (A.12) 
for some s” and t’. From k= Gv(c)(s,s’) we get (c,s) s sh for some t” and s; with 
s’ = v s& The language is deterministic (Fact 2), so s”= s& The well-formedness 
assumption gives FV( Q) E Vu v, so F Q( sp’) follows from Fact 6 and s’ = v s”. To 
show l=PP&Ev(c)+ R assume +P&E,(c)(s,t). Then kP(s) (Fact 12) and (A.12) 
holds. From +Ey(c)(s,t) we have (CJ) 5 s’ for some s’ and since the language is 
deterministic (Fact 2) we get t = t’ and thereby k R(s,t). q 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. This lemma is shown by structural induction on c. 
Case x:= e: Using [R-l] we get 
R + Pv(x := e)(x := e:time = T[e])l,_C,I&x = .C/ V 
and since Ev(x := e) is time = T[e] and Gv(x := e) is Iv_,,,&x = e’ (see the proof of 
Lemma 4.2) this completes the proof. 
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Case IF b THEN c, ELSE c2: By assumption we have the proofs 
RF Pv(c,)(ci:E,(c,))G,(c,)/ V 
for i = 1,2. Using the definitions of Pv(IF. . .) and Gv(IF.. .) in the proof of Lemma 
4.2 it is easy to verify that 
k Pv(IF.. .)&b + Pv(c,), 
k Pv(IF.. .)&b_&&(q) + (b&E,(q)) v (lbLW,(c,)), 
k= P&F.. .)&b &Gv(c,) + Gv(IF.. .), 
so using the rules [R-5] and [R-6] we get 
RF Pv(IF.. .) &b(c,:((b&E,(c,)) v (lb&E,(c,))))G,(IF.. .)/I’ 
and similarly 
Ri- Pv(IF.. .)&lb(c,:((b&E,(c,)) v (lb&E,(c,))))G,(IF.. .)/v. 
So using [R-2] we get 
RF Pv(IF.. .)(IF.. .: Ev(IF.. .))G,(IF.. .)/V 
because Ev(IF.. .) is defined to be (time= T[b])O((b&E,(c,)) v (lb&&(cJ)) 
(see the proof of Lemma 4.2). 
Case c,;c,: By assumption we have 
RF Pv(c,)(ci:E”(ci))GV(c,)/ V 
for i = 1,2. It is easy to verify that 
+P”(c,;c,) + P”(Cl) 
using the definitions in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Using Fact 2 and [S,-41 it is easy 
to show that 
I= Pv(c,;c&Gv(c,) -, Pv(c,)~G(c,), 
so using the rules [R-5] and [R-6] we get 
Rt- PV(C~;C~)(C,:EV(C~))PV(CZ)&GV(CI)/ V
Using [R-3] we get 
RF Pv(c,;c,)(c,;c,:E,(c,;c,))G,(c,;c,)/ V 
since, using the definitions in the proof of Lemma 4.2, Gv(c,;c,) is Gv(c,) . G”(q) 
and Fv(c,;c~) is &(c,)O(Gv(ci) . J%(Q)). 
Case WHILE b DO c: In order to define the invariant P’(z) we shall transform c 
into c’ = IF z = 0 THEN loop ELSE (c;z := z - 1) where loop is a program that never 
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terminates. Then P’(z) can be defined to be P V,f,)(WHILE b DO c’). The relation- 
ship between c and c’ is semantically expressed by 
for any state s with z(s) > 0 
(c,s) 4 s’ if and only if (c’,s) A s” 
where s” = vs’ and z(s)‘) = z(s) - I. 
(A.13) 
It is not hard to show that 
for any state s there exists a natural number n such that 
(WHILE b DO c,s) 4 s’ 
if and only if 
(WHILE b DO c’,s[n/z]) G s”. 
The induction hypothesis gives us a proof 
R+P “,cz)(c)(c:E v,dc))Gv,,z,(c)/ Vu 1~1. 
Below we shall prove that 
and 
k P’(z+ 1)&g &Gv&c) + P’(z)c%b &Gv,dc), 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
(A.16) 
so using [R-5] and [R-6] we get 
Rt P’(z+l)&b(c:b&Ev,&))P’(z)&~&G~ucZ~(c)/Vu{z}. 
Below we show 
kP’(0) + lb, (A.17) 
kP’(z)&lb&I, + G”(WHILE b DO c), (A.18) 
k=(b”&G v,,,,(c)) . G,(WHILE b DO c) + Gv(WHILE b DO c), ’ 
(A.19) 
I= P’(z)&lb&(time= T[b]) + Ev(WHILE b DO c), 
k (time = T[ b])@ (b&E vvlZt( c)) 
@((k&G WAC)). &WHILE b DO c)) 
+ &(WHILE b DO c). 
Thus [R-4] can be applied and gives 
(A.20) 
(A.21) 
R +Zlz.P’(z)(WHILE b DO c:E,(WHILE b DO c)) 
Gv(WHILE b DO c)/I’. 
Using [R-5] with 
k= PV(WHILE b DO c) + 32’. P’(z) (A.22) 
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which is shown below we get 
Rt P”(WHILE b DO c)(WHILE b DO c:E,(WHILE b DO c)) 
G”(WHILE b DO c)/ V 
as required. 
The truth of the formulas (A.15)-(A.22) is shown using the relationships (A.13) 
and (A.14) as well as the characterization of the formulas P...(. . .), G...(. . .) and 
E...(. . .). 
To prove (A.15) assume that k P’(z+ 1)&b(s). Then k P’(z)(s[nlzl) where n = 
Z(S) + 1 and Lemma 4.2 gives (WHILE b DO c’,s[ n/ z]) 4 S” for some t and s”. 
Since FV(b)z V we have l=b(s[n/z]) (Fact 5) and [S,-5] gives (c’,s[n/z]>G sh 
and (WHILE b DO c’,s&> G s”. Using (A.13) we get (c,s[n/z]) !& s; where sh= “s’, 
and z( s;,) = n - 1, Since FV( c) s V we can use Fact 4 and get (cp) ‘A s; for some 
s; with S; - v.~i. Lemma 4.2 gives that i=PV,,,,i(c)(~) so (A.15) follows. 
TO prove (A.16) assume that i= P’( z + 1)&g &G vv(Z)( c)( s,s’). Fact 8 gives k P’( z + 
1)&b(s) and as in the proof of (A.15) above we get (c,s) % si and 
(WHILE b DO c’,s;) 5 s” where z(s;)) = z(s) and s; =“s& Thus k P’(z)($). From 
kG “,(,,(c)(sP’), L emma 4.2 and Fact 2 we get s’ E vv(Z) s; and thereby s’ = v s& 
Since t is not in h+‘(c) we have z(s) = z(s&) (Fact 3) so z(s)) = z(sh). From Lemma 
4.2 we have FV( P’(z)) s Vu {z}, so using Fact 5 with s; = vv(Zj s’ we get != P’( z)( s’) 
and this proves (A.16). 
To prove (A.17) assume kP’(O)(s). Then !=P’(z)(s[O/z]), so Lemma 4.2 gives 
(WHILE b DO c’,s[O/z]) 4 s’ and from the axioms and rules of S, it follows that 
klb(s[O/z]) since otherwise the program loop of c’ will be executed. Using Fact 
5 we get I= lb(s) and (A.17) has been proved. 
To prove (A.18) assume that k= P’(z)&lb&lv(s,s’). Then + P’(z)&lb(s’) (Fact 
7) and since FV(b) c V and s = “s’ (Fact 10) we get klb(s’) (Fact 5). Thus [S,-61 
gives (WHILE b DO c,s) A s and k GV(WHILE b DO c)(s,s) follows from 
Lemma 4.2. Since FV( G”(WHILE b DO c)) s Vu 9 and s G vs’, we get 
I=G”(WHILE 6 DO c)(s,s’) as required (Fact 6). 
To prove (A.19) assume that k (g&G “,(,,(c)) . GV(WHILE b DO c)(s,s”), that 
is, for some s’, k ~&Giv,~,,(c)(.s,s’) and k= G”(WHILE b DO c)(s’,s”) (Fact 9). 
Then i= b(s) (Fact 8) and Lemma 4.2 gives (CJ) 4 sb where sk 3 VS’, and 
(WHILE b DO c,s’) G sg, where sg = v s”. Since FV(WHILE b DO c)~ V, we get 
using Fact 4 (WHILE b DO c,s&) -% s;’ where s: =,,sG. Then [SC-51 gives 
(WHILE b DO CJ) 5 s:’ and since sy = “s”, we get k GV(WHILE b DO c)(s,s”) 
using Lemma 4.2. 
To prove (A.20) assume that k P’(z)&lb&(time= T[b])(s,t). Then I= lb(s) 
(Fact 12), so [S,-61 gives (WHILE b DO c,s) m s. The time expressiveness 
condition gives b+(s) = T[ b](s), so t = b’(s). But then Lemma 4.2 gives 
/= EV(WHiLE b DO c)(s,f). 
To prove (A.21) assume that k(time= T[b])OE.,,;)(c)O(b"&G.,,,,(c) . 
E”(WHILE b DO c)j(s,t). Then Facts 13 and 14 give that t= t,+t’+ t” 
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where t,= T[b](s), I= Ev,c,~(c)(s,“) and for some s’, l= 6&Gv,C,1(c)(s,s’) and 
kE,(WHILE b DO c)(~‘,f”). Using Lemma 4.2 and Fact 2 we get (CJ) -% sh 
where sb = vu1z) s’ and (WHILE b DO c,s’) 5 s”. Again FV(WHILE b DO c) c V, 
so Fact 4 gives (WHILE b DO c,s&) G si. Since t=b(s) (Fact 8), [S-5] gives 
(WHILE b DO c,s) b+(s)+“+t; s . The time expressiveness condition gives b’(s) = 
T[b](s), so I= Ev(WHILE b DO c)(s,t) follows from Lemma 4.2. 
Finally, to prove (A.22) assume that k Pv(WHILE b DO c)(s). Then Lemma 4.2 
gives (WHILE b DO c,s) -% s’ for some s’ and t. From (A.14) we get that for some 
natural number n, (WHILE b DO c’,s[n/z]) G s” and then Lemma 4.2 gives 
k P’(z)(s[n/z]) and thereby k az.P’(z)(s) as required. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 0 
